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The world’s leading destination for family history research

12B Historical Records    |    4B Family Tree Profiles    |   42 Languages

Offered exclusively by EBSCO www.ebsco.com
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About MyHeritage
MyHeritage is the leading destination to discover, share and preserve your family history. As technology 
thought leaders and innovators in the space, MyHeritage is transforming family history into an activity that’s 
accessible and instantly rewarding. Trusted by millions of families, MyHeritage’s global user community 
enjoys access to a massive library of historical records, the most internationally diverse collection of family 
trees and ground-breaking search and matching technologies. MyHeritage empowers families with an easy 
way to share their story, past and present, and treasure it for generations to come. MyHeritage is available in 
42 languages.

About MyHeritage Library Edition™
MyHeritage Library Edition enables libraries to provide their patrons with the best genealogy research 
experience available, with a collection of more than 12 billion records and 4 billion individual family tree 
profiles. Featuring remote access to our entire database, MyHeritage is the world’s most convenient and 
easy-to-use resource to help anyone learn more about their family history.
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What’s in MyHeritage Library Edition?

• More than 12 billion historical records from all over the world

• U.S. federal census records (1790-1940) with images

• U.K. census records (1841-1901) with images

• More than 4 billion exclusive family tree profiles from MyHeritage and Geni

• More than 816 million U.S. public records

• Hundreds of millions of Nordic records

• More than one hundred million tombstone photos

• More than 500 million historical photographs

• Military records, immigration records and passenger lists

• Citizenship and naturalization records

• Directories, guides, references, biographies and yearbooks

• Government, land and court records

• Wills and probate records

• Exclusive databases such as the Jewish Chronicle historical newspaper

• Additional content under license including Tributes obituaries, WikiTree, Billion 
Graves, Canadian Headstones and many others

• More than 100 million records added each month
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Search Example 1:  
U.S. Census search result
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Search Example 2:  
Family tree search result
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Key Features

Remote access
Patrons of libraries subscribed to our remote and 
mobile access service can access the vast MyHeritage 
Library Edition database from the comfort of home.

Complete U.S. Census
MyHeritage Library Edition contains the complete 
index of U.S. Census records from 1790 to 1940, with  
all the document images.

Multi-language support
MyHeritage Library Edition is available in 42 different 
languages and serves millions of users around  
the globe.

SuperSearch™
Search more than 12 billion historical records from 
all around the world including birth, death, marriage, 
census, immigration, military, gravestone photos 
and much more. The search engine has unique and 
advanced capabilities for finding information  
within seconds. 

International databases
As a global website, MyHeritage Library Edition has  
an ever-growing international archive of records  
and documents.

Exclusive databases
MyHeritage Library Edition offers exclusive collections 
not found anywhere else, including more than 4 
billion exclusive names in family trees.

Growing and adding collections
New exclusive content is added daily, with more 
than 100 million records added every month.

Record Detective™
MyHeritage Library Edition’s unique technology 
takes research one step further by recommending 
additional relevant records for records discovered.

For more information, contact your EBSCO sales representative or visit  
www.ebsco.com/products/research-databases/myheritage-library-edition


